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Quote of the day

“What is the use of a beautiful house if you haven't 

got a tolerable planet to put it on?”

― Henry David Thoreau



News-1
Can promises of ‘irrational’ poll freebies be 

curbed, SC asks govt.
Context:-
The Supreme Court on July 26 orally asked the Centre to find out 
from the Finance Commission if there is a way to curb political 
parties from promising and distributing “irrational freebies” during 
election campaigns.

While states such as Rajasthan and Chhattisgarh have announced a 
restoration of the Old Pension Scheme, the newly elected Aam 
Aadmi Party (AAP) government in Punjab has announced various 
freebies including 300 units of free electricity. Before announcing 
these concessions, Punjab chief minister Bhagwant Mann met PM 
Modi and demanded a special package of ₹50,000 crore for Punjab.

Moreover, for example Punjab has the debt to State’s GDP ratio is 
highest among all states nearing 50%. Yet, Freebies have been 
declared by the Government that may push it to bankruptcy.

15th Finance Commission’s Chairman NK Singh on Freebies:-

❑ The growing political culture of providing freebies to garner 
political gains raises the question whether India should 
contemplate adopting the concept of sub-national 
bankruptcies, said NK Singh.

❑ freebie culture hurts India’s fiscal federalism framework
❑ undermines the basic framework of macroeconomic stability
❑ distorts expenditure priorities
❑ creates the issue of inter-generational inequality
❑ pushes governments to move away from environmentally 

sustainable practices
❑ Negative impact of Manufacturing



News-2
Russia to leave ISS, build own space station

Context:- Russia will pull out of the International Space Station 
(ISS) after 2024 and focus on building its own orbiting station.

Details:-

Some Pointers:-

1. Zarya also known as the Functional Cargo Block or FGB (from 
the Russian is the first module of the International Space 
Station to have been launched.. Launched by Russia but funded 
by US.

The International Space Station is a co-operative programme
between Europe, the United States, Russia, Canada, and Japan 
for the joint development, operation and utilization of a 
permanently inhabited Space Station in low Earth orbit.

Agencies Involved in ISS:-
1. National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)
2. European Space Agency (ESA), 
3. Canadian Space Agency (CSA), 
4. Russian Federal Space Agency (Roscosmos)
5. Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)



News-3
Antarctic’s Light-mantled Albatross seen in 

Gulf of Mannar

❑ Rameswaram and adjoining islets of the Gulf of Mannar Marine 
National Park on the Adam’s Bridge (Ram Setu) are known for 
their unique marine ecosystem.

❑ But the region grabbed the attention of international 
researchers as Asia’s first sighting of Light-mantled Albatross  
(Phoebetria palpebrate), a species native to the Antarctic seas, 

❑ About Gulf of Mannar Marine NP:-
❑ consisting of 21 small islands (islets) and adjacent coral 

reefs in Indian Ocean
❑ The dugong, a vulnerable marine mammal, is the flagship 

mammal of the park.
❑ It is also home to critically endangered species including 

humpback whale, fin whale,and blue whale
❑ Evidence of Sea level Rise:-Vaan Island, which is the 

southernmost of the 21 islands in the Gulf of Mannar, was 
initially spread across 16 hectares, but had shrunk 
alarmingly by around 10.3 hectares to its current 5.7 
hectares in less than three decades.



News-4
India adds five more Ramsar sites, ups tally 

to 54

Context :-
• India has added five more Ramsar sites, or wetlands that are of

international importance, bringing the number of such sites to
54.

New RAMSAR Sites:-

• A total of seven Indian wetland sites have been added so far this
year.

• At the start of February, marking the occasion of World Wetlands
Day, India named Khijadia Wildlife Sanctuary and Bakhira Wildlife
Sanctuary as new Ramsar sites.

• Khijadia Wildlife Sanctuary is a freshwater wetland near the coast
of the Gulf of Kutch in Gujarat.

• Bakhira Wildlife Sanctuary is a freshwater marsh in the Sant Kabir
Nagar district of Uttar Pradesh. It is the largest natural floodplain
wetland of eastern Uttar Pradesh.

Site Location

The Karikili Bird Sanctuary Tamilnadu

Pallikaranai Marsh/,Chennai Tamilnadu

Pichavaram Mangrove Forest Tamilnadu

Sakhya Sagar Lake (Surrounded by 
Madhav National Parlk)

Madhya Pradesh

Pala Lake ( largest lake in Mizoram) Mizoram



RAMSAR site criteria
A wetland can be considered internationally important if any of the 
following nine criteria apply:
• Criterion 1: "it contains a representative, rare, or unique example of 

a natural or near-natural wetland type found within the 
appropriate biogeographic region.“

• Criterion 2: "it supports vulnerable, endangered, or critically 
endangered species or threatened ecological communities.“

• Criterion 3: "it supports populations of plant and/or animal species 
important for maintaining the biological diversity of a particular 
biogeographic region.“

• Criterion 4: "it supports plant and/or animal species at a critical 
stage in their life cycles, or provides refuge during adverse 
conditions.“

• Criterion 5: "it regularly supports 20,000 or more waterbirds.“

• Criterion 6: "it regularly supports 1% of the individuals in a 
population of one species or subspecies of waterbird."

• Criterion 7: "it supports a significant proportion of indigenous fish 
subspecies, species or families, life-history stages, species 
interactions and/or populations that are representative of wetland 
benefits and/or values and thereby contributes to global biological 
diversity.“

• Criterion 8: "it is an important source of food for fishes, spawning 
ground, nursery and/or migration path on which fish stocks, either 
within the wetland or elsewhere, depend.“

• Criterion 9: "it regularly supports 1% of the individuals in a 
population of one species or subspecies of wetland-dependent 
non-avian animal species."



One Liner Current Affairs

1. 44th Chess Olympiad (also known as the Chennai Chess
Olympiad), organised by the Fédération Internationale des
Échecs (FIDE) will be held in Chennai, India. This will be the
first Chess Olympiad to take place in India.

2. Project Kupier:- Kuiper Systems LLC is a subsidiary of Amazon
that was set up in 2019 to deploy a large broadband satellite
internet constellation to provide broadband internet
connectivity. The deployment is also referred to by its project
name "Project Kuiper“ Other players in the field include
Starlink, operated by the Elon Musk owned SpaceX, and
OneWeb, promoted by Bharti Global, have launched about
2,500 and 648 LEO satellites respectively at an altitude of about
1,200 km with the objective of promoting global broadband
connectivity.

3. NewSpace India Limited:- NewSpace India Limited (NSIL) is a
Public Sector Undertaking (PSU) of Government of India and
commercial arm of Indian Space Research Organisation
(ISRO). It was established on 6 March 2019 under the
administrative control of Department of Space (DoS) and the
Company Act 2013. The main objective of NSIL is to scale up
industry participation in Indian space programmes.

4. 329 number of tigers India lost in the past three years due to
poaching, natural and unnatural causes. According to the data
presented, 125 people have been killed in ‘tiger attacks’ in this
period.
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